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Abstract
Medical image simulation produces virtual images from
software representations of imaging devices and virtual object models representing the human body. Object models
consist of the geometry of the objects (e.g. organs, tissues,
pathological structures, etc.) and of their physical parameters used for the simulation. The diversity of this information makes it difficult to share and reuse across simulation
modalities and users. We address this issue by explicitly describing object models using a semantic approach. In particular, we developed an ontology that contains the relevant
concepts and relations of the domain of object models for
image simulation. This ontology is used to annotate object
models and to describe their content and structure. In this
paper, we present the construction steps of this ontology,
the representation choices and we illustrate how it is used
to annotate object models.

1. Introduction
Medical image simulation has become an essential
tool to improve the understanding of biological processes,
pathology diagnosis and treatment. Among others, it is used
as ground truth in image processing [10, 2] and to prototype
image acquisition methods [11, 1].
Image simulation scenes involve simulators of one or
several imaging modalities and an object model representing biological entities or artificial objects such as calibration
phantoms. Besides geometry, object models may include
dynamic information and must contain modality-specific
physical parameters which are usually defined as maps or
look-up tables.
In many cases producing image simulations is unwieldy,
due to difficulties in installing and mastering simulation

software, to the heaviness of computations and to the
scarcity of properly parametrized object models. The latter can be addressed by community sharing of object models but this requires a proper data organization. The work
presented in this paper is a part of an ongoing project, the
Virtual Imaging Platform (VIP), which targets these issues
considering simulators of 4 of the main medical imaging
modalities, namely Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI),
Computed Tomography (CT), Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and Ultrasound imaging (US).
Sharing object models requires a suitable representation
to store, index and retrieve them. Not only must this representation be able to describe object model characteristics
involved in model searching, it also has to provide the information required by the various simulators (e.g. physical
characteristics of the tissues).
Our goal is to foster the sharing and reuse of object models by explicitly describing their content and structure. To
do that, we develop an ontology used to annotate the models with the relevant domain concepts. As a result, shared
object models embed annotations referring to the developed
ontology next to the bulk data (set of raw files) representing
the object geometry and physical parameters.
In this paper, the semantic object model representation
on which these annotations are based is presented. Section 2
details the problem of object model sharing by defining the
type of information to be described. Section 3 explains the
methodology that was used to build the semantic model and
Section 4 details the ontology content and presents an example of one object model. The paper closes on a discussion
about the lessons learned from this semantic modeling.

2. Models for medical image simulation
The term model is generic and refers to a wide variety
of entities such as physiological models, biological models,

geometrical models, etc. Thus, it is difficult to define a common representation adapted to all of them as in FieldML [3].
Other initiatives like the on-going European project Virtual
Physiological Human (VPH) [17], also support research in
biomedical modeling and simulation of the human body, but
do not address the specific problem of medical image simulation. For these reasons, we focus here on data-oriented
models dedicated to medical imaging simulation.
These object models convey information related to the
object geometry, temporal evolution and physical parameters describing multiple physical qualities of simulated materials. For instance, MR simulation requires proton density
and magnetic properties such as T1, T2, T2∗ and magnetic
susceptibility χ. Ultrasound simulation needs echogenicity properties as statistical distributions defining amplitudes
and positions of scatterers. For PET simulation, it is necessary to define the radioactivity emitted by tissues and their
chemical composition since it determines attenuation properties. In the same way, CT requires chemical composition of tissues. Note that physical parameters sometimes
depend on acquisition parameters, e.g. T1 is related to the
main magnetic field strength (B0 ) in MRI, and potentially
on physiology, e.g. the radioactivity in a tumoral zone.
In addition, models contain several kinds of geometrical information related to anatomy, physiology, pathologies, contrast agents and foreign bodies. Various representations of this geometry can be used, the most common being meshes and voxel maps.
Time is another important characteristic since a model
can be dynamic and integrate several levels of temporal resolution. For instance, coarse time scales are used in longitudinal follow-up studies while finer time scales describe
movement. Multiple time scales can be combined, e.g. in
follow-up studies of cardiac pathologies.
Thus, the problem considered here that is to define an
object model representation enabling the sharing of object
models for multi-modality simulations has multiple facets
that must be properly dealt with. Consequently, we decided
to use a semantic model that will take into account all the
information described above.

3. Building of the semantic model
An ontology is a formal specification of entities and their
relationships. It provides both a reference vocabulary to refer to entities, as well as the means to formally represents
their meanings, using axioms, that can be used to reason and
to perform inferences. Among these relationships, is-a
and part-of are the most important. Building an ontology is a complex task involving the collaboration of several
actors. In this work, we are interested in modeling all the
relevant entities which take part in the description of object
models for multi-modality image simulation. Emphasis on

multi-modality is challenging as it involves modeling common concepts across different user communities. However,
this approach is the key to be able to share efficiently models
by explicitly describing their content regardless of modality
and simulator particularities.
The first step to build the semantic model was to interview and meet with several researchers involved in the
use of object models for simulation. We listed model usecases to highlight the common concepts across modalities
and simulation models. We started with a simple representation using list of concepts and a short definition of each
concept. Once a consensus was reached amongst the users
we started the formal construction of the ontology.
Several methods were proposed as guidelines for the
construction of ontologies. A consensual idea among these
methods is the concept of modularization, which consists in
reusing existing knowledge and in relying on already existing strong foundational references.
At the highest level of our modeling, we decided to rely
on the DOLCE [13] (Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic
and Cognitive Engineering) foundational ontology, which
provides a set of abstract concepts and relationships that
are valid across multiple domains. Foundational ontologies
provide rigorous frames for ontology development and are
helpful to give high-level categorization of the concepts of
a domain. This approach has been successfully used in the
past [16] and is recognized as the key to share and map
ontologies. Our ontology also relies on a set of core ontologies developed in the frame of NeuroLOG [4], a project
aiming at supporting the sharing of data and other resources
in neuroimaging. We also used external resources like the
Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA) [14] from which
we extracted a set of concepts relevant for our application.
We created a first version of our modeling using the
OntoSpec methodology [5] which relies on OntoClean
methodology. The representation is semi-formal and describes the concepts and links between them. This representation is independent from the implementation and serves as
a reference and documentation of our model. From this OntoSpec specification we created a formal representation in
OWL, the web language for ontologies. The OWL representation is less expressive but allows to perform automatic
reasoning. We used the Protégé ontology editor 1 (v4.0) for
the development of the OWL version.

4. Results
In this section we describe the first version of our semantic modeling for simulation object models. As presented in
Section 2, several kinds of information have to be represented to describe the content and the structure of the object
models.
1 http://protege.stanford.edu
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Figure 1. Model composition in layers. The upper part illustrates the concepts used for the description of the models. The lower part gives a visual representation of the abstract concept of layers.
For simplicity the layers are displayed in 2D but they are actually 3D volumes.

4.1

Representing object model content

We started to list the different kinds of object that can be
present in an object model. Five different types of object
were identified and defined:
• anatomical-object denotes objects relative to
anatomical structures (e.g. Brain, Liver) ;
• pathological-object denotes objects relative
to pathological structures (e.g. Tumor) ;
• geometrical-object denotes simple geometrical objects (e.g. Sphere), these objects are generally
used for test and calibration ;
• foreign-body-object denotes foreign body objects that can be present in the model (e.g. Needle) ;
• external-agent-object denotes external
agents, such as contrast agents or radiopharmaceuticals used with some modalities (e.g. USPIO).
The entities subsumed by anatomical-object were extracted from the FMA using the vSPARQL [15] query
language, which provides useful features to design recursive queries. The pathological-object, geometrical-object,
foreign-body-object and external-agent-object were specialized using entities extracted from the NeuroLOG ontologies or from other resources (i.e. the RadLex terminology [9]) as well as entities provided by object model users.

4.2

Structure of the model in layers

To represent explicitly the structure of the different
objects present in a model, we used the abstract concept of object-layer. An object layer gathers all
the objects of a given type. Thus, five object layer

types exist corresponding to the five types of objects (e.g.
anatomical-layer). A layer is itself decomposed into
layer-part, each one referring to a unique object
(e.g. anatomical-object). Fig. 1 illustrates the layer
mechanism and its decomposition into layer-parts. This representation gives a structure to the content of the models and
conceptually separates the different types of models according to their content. This representation also eases the conception of models content as the concept of layer is widely
used and easy to understand. The layer-part level is useful
to store information about the file(s) where the geometry of
the object is stored (meshes or voxel masks).
Concerning voxel masks, each layer-part also possesses
a label that is an integer value corresponding to the value
used to refer to this layer-part in the geometric file. This
information is generally extracted from a look-up table
(LUT) defining the correspondence between the integer values used in the geometric files, and their meaning in terms
of object (e.g., {Lung = 12, Heart = 14, . . .}).
Concerning the mesh masks, a priority is given to the
layer-part through an integer value in order to know how to
combine several layer-parts and build a voxel representation
before the simulation process.

4.3

Static and dynamic models

The representation in layers allows to model the content and the structure of a model at a given moment in
time. However, simulation object models may be static
or dynamic. A static-model defines information
which does not evolve through time. On the contrary, a
dynamic-model reflects the fact that the content of the
model can evolve through time.
To describe these evolutions, we used two concepts
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Figure 2. Use of time-points and instants for
static and dynamic models.

to represent time: time-point and instant. A
time-point is characterized by a date and is composed
of 1 to n instants. Time-points are useful to represent
longitudinal-follow-up-model corresponding to
models that evolve through long time periods, for example in the case of a longitudinal tumor follow-up study
composed of exams of a patient acquired at different days.
A time-point is itself composed of instants to represent
moving-model, which corresponds to models denoting
some physiological process (i.e. respiratory movement,
blood flow, etc.). Fig. 2 illustrates the different types of
static and dynamic models and their use of instant and timepoint.

4.4

Representing physical parameters

Although sharing models containing only the structure
and geometry of the objects is already interesting, such
models are not sufficient to perform image simulations.
Indeed, as mentioned in Section 2, parameters describing the physical properties of the objects are required by
the simulation process. These properties are the chemical composition (for CT and PET), radioactivity (for PET),
magnetic properties (for MRI) and echogenicity (for ultrasound). Physical parameters can be described using
two representations. The first representation is as a layer
(physical-parameters-values-layer) that defines explicitly the values of a given physical parameter at
each voxel. The second representation describes the physical parameters of the different objects depicted in the corresponding object layers as probability distributions (e.g.
Gaussian) that will be used during the simulation process
to compute the actual values at each voxel.

Figure 3. Mesh representation of one instant
of the original ADAM model [8] representing
several anatomical objects.

The physical parameter layer can be used in two different
cases. First, a physical parameter layer can be linked to an
object layer. It means that the physical parameter layer describes the physical properties of the objects defined in the
object layer it is linked to. Second, the physical parameters
layer can be linked to an instant. In that case, the physical
parameter layer describes the information for all the object
layers defined at this given instant.

4.5

Implementation

In its first OWL version, our ontology is composed of
1500 concepts and 250 relations. We developed a first prototype allowing the creation of instances of models using
the developed ontology. Creating an instance of a model
consists in creating instances of the different entities defined in our ontology to reflect the content and the structure
of a model. We used the Jena2 framework to manipulate the
ontology and to create instances. We used inference mechanisms to ease the construction and help the user in model
annotation (e.g. automatic detection of object type according to their name using the is-a relation). We are at the
early stage of the platform development and for the moment no graphic interface is publicly available. However,
our prototype already allows us to annotate models. The
next section illustrates an example.

4.6

Illustration

To validate our semantic approach, we described the
ADAM model (illustrated in Fig. 3) using our ontology.
2 http://jena.sourceforge.net/
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<object-model rdf:about="object-model-01">
<has-for-proper-part rdf:resource=
"anatomical-object-layer01"/>
<has-for-name>Adam</has-for-name>
</object-model>
<anatomical-object-layer rdf:about=
"anatomical-object-layer01">
<has-for-proper-part rdf:resource=
"anatomical-object-layer-part-01"/>
<has-for-physical-parameters rdf:resource=
"physical-parameters-values-layer-01"/>
<refers-to rdf:resource="instant-01"/>
</anatomical-object-layer>
<anatomical-object-layer-part rdf:about=
"anatomical-object-layer-part-01">
<rdf:type rdf:resource=
"object-layer-part-voxel"/>
<iec:refers-to rdf:resource="Lung-01"/>
<is-stored-in-file>LungVoxel.raw
</is-stored-in-file>
<has-for-label>5</has-for-label>
</anatomical-object-layer-part>
<Lung rdf:about="Lung-01">
</Lung>
<physical-parameters-values-layer rdf:about=
"physical-parameters-values-layer-01">
<refers-to rdf:resource="echogenicity-01"/>
<is-stored-in-file>scatterers_AnatObjects.vtp
</is-stored-in-file>
</physical-parameters-values-layer>
<echogenicity about="echogenicity-01">
</echogenicity>
<instant rdf:about="instant-01">
<has-for-duration>PT0S</has-for-duration>
</instant>
<time-point rdf:about="time-point-01">
<has-for-starting-date>2011/03/24
</has-for-starting-date>
<has-for-proper-part rdf:resource="instant-01"/>
</time-point>
(...)

Figure 4. Example of a subset of annotations
of the ADAM model in the RDF format.

We enriched it to have a complete and comprehensive
example to illustrate the different concepts. ADAM is a
4D model, i.e. a dynamic 3D model containing 15 instants
for one cardiac cycle, each defined by mesh and voxelic
representation. As explained in Section 4.4, a priority level
is associated to each mesh and a look-up table associating
tissues and matters is associated to each voxel map. The
ADAM model is also defined for several time points, corresponding to two different days. Besides, an instant contains

geometrical information as an anatomical-object
but also a tumor as a pathological-object, a
needle as a foreign-body-object and a contrast agent as an external-agent-object.
The anatomical-object is composed of several
anatomical-layer-part such as Aorta, Ventricles
or Lungs. ADAM also contains physical parameters maps
and look-up tables linking matters to physical parameters.
The data files are bundled in a zip file including an RDF
file containing the annotations. A sample of this annotation
file is shown on Fig. 4.
This annotation file is then manipulated by simulation
workflows to adapt the model to the simulator formats.
Time points and instants are split to enable data parallelism
exploitation on computing platforms. A companion paper
about simulation integration in the Virtual Imaging Platform
(VIP) describes these workflows in details [12].

5. Discussion
In this paper, we presented a semantic approach for representing object models for multi-modality medical image
simulation. Object models are complex entities and contain many kinds of information (geometry, physical parameters, types of objects, etc.). Thus, the sharing and the
reuse of models is a challenging problem, especially for
multi-modality simulation since the models have to carry
all the needed information to perform simulation in different modalities. We adopted a semantic approach that consisted in developing an ontology representing the domain of
object model for image simulation. This ontology is based
on a foundational ontology (DOLCE) and integrates several
other resources (NeuroLOG ontologies, FMA, etc.)
The resulting semantic model can describe a broad range
of models and can explicitly annotate their content. It can
also be used to adapt object models to simulators as described in [12]. By using common concepts defined and described in our ontology, we ensure the interoperability and
the efficient sharing of the models. Semantic querying will
enable to extend the query capabilities thanks to the use of
explicit knowledge embedded in the ontology. This semantic approach will also be used to automate the creation of the
annotations of the images produced using the object models
in simulation processes. Indeed, medical image annotation
using ontologies has received a strong interest to improve
the semantic description of images content. However, manual annotation is a tedious task, and the use of annotated
models will allow us to perform this task automatically.
Our work has to be put in perspective with other works
aiming at sharing biosimulation models, such as cardiovascular anatomical models [7] or other kinds of models - e.g.
developed in the context of the VPH project - modeling
physiology or pathology and their relation to anatomy [6].

All of these initiatives share the same concern of disambiguating the complex features of those models, as well as
the concern of enabling model composition and interoperability, and therefore they rely on ontologies to provide the
sound and formal definitions that are needed. Of course,
medical image simulation object models address a specific
family of these models, characterized by a prominent relation to biological objects’ geometry and to their physical
characteristics, but it is of key importance that such characteristics may be derived in the future from other generalpurpose biosimulation models. So, special efforts will be
devoted toward achieving such interoperability.
The next step of our work is to develop the platform
which will be used for the interactive annotation of object
models. We are also working on improving the ontology by
studying other use-cases involving object models in order
to broaden the scope of our work and assess the relevance
of our semantic model.
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